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ABSTRACT

To deternine the relative effects of explosive and static

forming on the fatigue life of AI4S 6520 and 6435, notched fatigue tests

were performed on specinens taken from formed cylinders and in the as-

received condition for comparison. No discernible effect jn the fatigue

life of either material appeared to result as a consequence of these two

different treaûnents.
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CIIAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Backgrou'rd

Within the past fifteen years, a new technology has developed

in the field of metalworking. The availability of u-rlimited forces

generated by e;çlosive charges has resulted in the developnent of

techniques for explosively fonning metals, welding, cutting, swaging,

drawing, compacting metal powders, md work hardening.

For eenturies e>çlosives have been utilized to do work

constmctively by mining and civil engineers, Ðd destructively in

military operations" Not trrtil after World l{ar II, however, hrere

explosives adopted as an effective tool by metalworkers.

Erçlosi-ve forming itself is only one member in a relatively

new fanily of high-velocity metalworking processes which includes

electrohydraulic o electromagnetic and pneurnatic-mechanical processes

as well.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the differences between the defonnation

velocities of th.e high velocity processes and conventional processes.

Various high vel-ocity metalworking processes are listed with the most

salient characteristics of each in Table 1.1.

The principal advantage to date of eriçlosive forming as a

metalworking process has been the substa¡tial saving nade possible

where the ntnrber of parts being produced was low. The aerospace
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industry has supplied the greatest denand for explosive forming as

a reans of fonning high strength alloys into parts for which exception-

ally close tolerances are required. Many uäique applications have

been fourd in the manufacture of prototypes for the autonobile industry

and armour plating for the ni1itary. Stainless steel dentures have

been formed inexpensively and with r¡'rexcelled precision employing this

technique.

The terninal mechanical properties of different rìetals have

been investigated following erplosive forming and complete agreement

has not yet been realized on the changes found in mechanical behavior.

Contradictory results occur where the techniques of deforming a particular

rnetal have differed, and, in addition, where one method had been used

for deforning several different metals, results again differed fron

netal to metal"

In compariag the fatigue life of erçlosively and statically

formed materials, the majority of reported data indicated a reduction

in fatigue life due to explosive formiag. Further investigation into

both neclunical and rnetallurgical properties of the as-formed material

is necessary to ascertai¡ the causes of inferior tenninal properties"

L"2 Statenent of Problem

This thesis is principally an erperimental study

'Èive effect of dynanic and static forming on the notched

of Al4S 6520 (18% Nickel Maraging Steel) and AlvfS ó435.

of the compara-

fatigue life



1.3 Sc.ope of Thesis

The thesis is presented in five chapters. Chapter One is an

introduction to the field of erplosive forrning.

A review of literature associated with the comparison of the

effects on material properties of dynanic and static forrning is given

in Chapter Tlvo.

Chapter Three is conprised of e>çerinental studies related to

and including the relative effects of e:plosive and static forning on

the fatigue life of AI4S 6520 and Alvf^S 6435 high strength steels.

Test results and a discussion of results are presented in

CIrapter Four.

The thesis is srnrnarized a¡rd the author's conclusions are

presented in Orapter Five

A Bibliography concludes 'råe thesis.



CIIAPTER II

Review of Investigations Concerning Conparisons

of Static and Dynamic Forrning

2.L Introduction

Expl-osive fonning as a high energy rate metalworking technique

has achieved much prominence and success in recent years. Most of

the j-nitial work with high energ'y rate forming tfDRF) involved only

practical aspects of the tectrrique, Ðd not rntil recent years u/as

experinental research r-rrdertaken to detennine the effects, if any, of

dynanic forming on material properties.

The te:rninal rnechanical properties resulting from FIERF have been

'the subject of considerable controversy i¡ the field of metalworking.

Sone believe that high energy rate fonning is detrimental to rnaterial

properties, while others contend that there is no significant change"

A1so, the terminal behavior of netal following ÈIERF is held by a third

group to be irnproved as compared with that after a more conventional

forming process. Regarding rnaterial property changes produced by

e>çlosi'ue forming as compared with changes resultirrg from conventional

¡netalworking, few theories have been substantiated. In this literature

review, previous findings regarding the effects on process character-

istics, mechanical and netallurgical properties of both static and

dynanric forming will be presented.



2"2 Process Characteristics

(a) Introduction

For greatest clarity and meaning in discussing the effects

of explosive forming, the processes adopted in the najor portion of

e>çerirental work reported on have been standardized. Tlvo specific

forrning processes, dorne forrning and tube bulging, comprise the major

Sources from which data on the subject have been compiled" 0f these,

the forner has achieved the greater degree of standardization Erplo-

sively forrning a metal into a hernispherical shape, or dome, entails

firstly, tJ-le provision of a fenale die with an adeqr:ate drawi¡g ratio¡

secondly, the use of the proper lubricant and clauping force for the
I

netal, Ðd finally, an adequate vacur¡l systen, quintessential,to the

success of the fonning operation.

The conditions of strain are more severe in dome fonning

than in tube bulging, hence, the greater employnent of the former

tedurique in ascertaining the as-forned rnechanical behavior of variow

metals. Though of less i:rportance in providing general knowledge of the

fonning properties of a metal, tube expansion, 6 â research techn.íque,

possesses considerable applicability to the problerns facing industry

in the manufacture of tubular products, such as rocket motor casings

and fluid system components.

(b) Explosive Charge and Standoff Distance

In theory, for an explosive charge detonated in water, the

gaseous products of combustion, being at high tenperature and pressure,

expand causing the water to be complessed suddenlY, and the impulse
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produced is propagated as a shock wave" The intensity and configura-

tion of the shock wave will depend on the weight and shape of the

charge. Only a few microseconds are rlecessary for the conversion of

the e>çlosive into the high pressure, high density, gaseous products

of detonation. And, for high e>plosíves, the velocity with which this

conversion front moves through the erplosive is called the detonation

ve1ocity"

Paraneters controlling th-e magnitude and distribution of

pressure are: the t1pe, amormt and shape of charge used, the energy

transfer rneditm (e.g" water), md finally the standoff distance.

The shape of the charge is usually rel-ated to the geonetry of the

desired part. A length of Prj:nacord, for exanple, is frequently used

irr bulgi:rg cylindrical specimens. In. establishing the standoff distance,

two considerations are j:rvol-ved: the first is that peak pressure falls

off inversely as the dista¡rce from the charge, and is, 'therefore,

i¡effective if positioned too far frorn the blank to be formed. The

second consideration arises d.ue to the high compressibility of air.

The air pressure remaining after erracuating the urderside of the blank

is nomally sti.ll a few millimeters Hg, and, since air encoulters a

high temperature rise wilh the passing of the shock wave, this amourt

of air may be sufficient to cause .severe burning of the blank. In

fact, more failures ín forrning and sizíng operations occur due to

entrapped air than any other fault (1)"

Apart from the pressure decay effect of an e;plosive charge

on standoff distarrce is the effect on pressure of the charge geometry.

Itrhile a spherical charge provides r.u-rifonn radial pressure, a line



charge arrangement e:fiibits an end pressure approxfunately five times

less than the side pressure (2).

There are three types of standoff operations:

i) free forrning (cupping, flanging, deep drawing)

ii) cylindrical forming

iii) bulkhead forming (sheet and plate)

As nrentioned previously, more has been written on dome and tube

forning than any other type. In all standoff operations, however, the

system components are the same, being conprised of: eriplosive charge,

energy transnitting nediun, die assernbly and worþíece. Auxiliary com-

ponents nny consist of: a forming tank, an air compressor, a vacuum

purp, and, for handliag heavy dies, a crane device nay be needed.

(c) Sprirrgback and Recovery

There are essentially two factors involved irr springback;

the first is rebor¡rd when the blank and die collide, Ðd the second

ís elastic recovery, which is related to the amor.nt of elastic strain

present. The amourt of rebowrd is proportional to the tenninal velocity

with wh-ich the blank hits the die wall and the coefficient of restitu-

tion between the die and the blank. Springback due to elastic recovery

is nost severe when the yield strength of the rnetal is high and a

shallow draw depth is required (3).

With water as the transfer nediim, the momentr.un of the water

follows the shock wave and resists springback as this delayed force

stríkes the rebowrding metal" Springback nay be best controlled,

however, by overstraining. This may be accorplished by several methods"
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One technique is to utilize a cushioning layer of material, usually

rubber, to shift the neutral axis as shown in Figure 2.L. This

cushion, a pseudo-i-ntegral part of the blank, causes the neutral axis

of the corposite to be shifted above the bla¡k face. The entire cross

section of the blank is thereby strained into the plastic range.

Another highly successful nethod of increasing the proportion of

plastic strain to effect a reduction of springback is to we1d. a rim

along the outside edge of the blank. This allohrs no outside flange

naterial to flow inwards past the hold-down point.. The blank being

fonred is forced to stretch as the edge restraint causes a wriforrn

tensile stress to be superiuposed across the entire cross section as

shown in Figure 2.2" Pretensioning the metal blank prior to explosive

forming has also been effective at reduci¡rg springback by raising the

neutral axis (4). These techniques have received considerable applica-

tion in the shallow and déep drawing of thin circular plates.

(d) Forrnability

Due to the cutting ability of the erplosive force r^/ith thin

sheet meta1, avoidance of sharp edges and provision for smooth tra¡rsition

sections is necessary. Cylindrical shapirrg can be achieved by either

closed or open die systems, with low erçlosives being employed in the

former and high explosives in the latter (5) . Welds, ild the heat

affected zones adjacent, generally are less ductile than the parent

netal (6). However, forming welded blanks may be accomplished by

annealing the weld prior to forming. Limiting the naximun plastic

strain on the weld for each shot to a value below the allowable,
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is used i-n conju'rction with interstage annealing. An in-process

anneal after eighty percent deformation has been fotu'rd to prevent

weld failure (3). In addition to annealing, another technique employ-

ed quite successfully to form welded, dome or cylinder blanks has been

to tape rubber pads over the weld area or use bonded adhesive and

position the weld in an area least susceptible to stretching.

Bridgman(7) found that air-rnelted 18% Ni l'4araging Steel could

be e>çlosively formed into henispherical shapes using multiple shot

sequences without ilterstage annealing. On the other hand, Campion(8)

clai-ms that even with the aid of i¡terstage annealing explosive fonníng

was not used successfully to form hemispheres with rnaraging steel"

The 250 Grade ltfaraging Steel has been pressed into henispherical forms

by annealing at 850 degrees Centigrade for one hour between pressing

operations; however, thirteen draws were necessary with tlús tech-

nique (B).

Since these tests, some success has been achieved by sand-

wiching the metal blank between two thicker sheets of steel and j¡creas-

ing the charge size. In addition, a welded gore construction and

conventional drawing equipment have been used to fabricate large

pressure vessel closures fron 18% Ni Maraging Steel (9). A success-

ful procedure has been adopted whereby the rnetal blank is heated above

recrystallization (Ar) temperature, ffid by using a press which is

maintained at a teûrperature of approximately 250 degrees Centigrade,

the drawing operation is carried out (10).

Vernon(9) concludes that, when the process requires considerable

stretching, maraging steel is not amenable to the deformation mechanism
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involved. fud, in their prelirninary investigations into the feasibil-

ity of cold fonning air-melted rnaraging stee1, Agricola and Tate(11)

found that, due to the tendency of the metal to buckle and wrinkle,

it can at best be considered difficult to form.

2.3 Mechanical Behavior

The behavior of metals at high strain rates has been the sub-

ject of a considerable amount of theoretical and e>çerirental work in

the past decade. Recent studies have been concerned with the rnechanisns

of defornation and failure as well as relationships between stress,

strain, and velocity measurements (5). As a result of the e>çlosion,

an intense transient shock wave is i¡duced which rnay considerably

affect the nechanical properties of the rnetal" In general, hardness,

yield and ultinate tensile strengths increase, while toughness and

ductility decrease.

(a) Ductility

For rnany nretals ductility has been significantly increased

by raising the velocity of deformation (12, 13). Beyond a certain

velocity, however, ductility remains constant rntil the critical

velocity is reached, at which point it fal1s to zero. In the defor-

nation of nretals, critical velocity is considered to be the impact

velocity equivalent to the velocity at which plastic strain can plopa-

gate through the nretal, md beyond which fracture occurs G4) . Little

is lcnown of this phenomenon in th.e context of tube bulging in which

case the velocity of deformation would be circunferential. Fracture
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l+í11 occur in FIERF, as in conventional forming, if the elongation

liilrit is exceeded"

Tluo inetals which exhibit no increase in ductility with form-

ing velocity for tube bulging are A-286 Austenitic Stainless Steel

and 6 A1-4 V Titaniun (12). Since this titanir.un a1loy eilribits an

increase in cluctility with dome bulging (14), the need for further

comparisons be'rween dorne and tube bulgi-rrg for other high strength

nretals seeilis evident. The yield and ultfunate strengths of 4140 Steel

gur tubes were raised. approximately nine percent by eriplosive fonn-ing,

but duct.ility i-n the circrrnferential directi.on was reduced eleven

percent (15) " Vascojet was si*milarly tested with a reduction reported

j-n both strength. (6%) a¡d ductility (20e") 
"

A significant'increase ín ductility has been obseryed in

met-als tested at high hydrostatic pressures (10). In explosive forming,

both high strain rate and high pressure effects occur, but the mechanisms

for greater plasticity wrder these conditíons are not urderstood"

trn a review of the mechanical properties of naragiag steel,

the literature has revealed elongations at fracture of ten to twelve

percent irr the solution-heat-treatecl. materíal, referred to as the

"as-received" condit-ion. However, these results apply to bar rnaterialo

and, i-n considering the fonning câþabilities of sheet metal, such a

high percentage elongation carurot be expected by conventional means (8).

Further to this, data reporting elongation at fracture can be nisleadhg,

since as rruch as fifty percent occurs after necking begins. Canpion(8)

reports elongations of approximately three percent for this metal, ild
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of this, only one percent is r.uriform. A characteristic of maraging

steel which makes it r¡-rdesirable for sheet metal forrning is a pronounced

tendency to neck (9).

Rinehart (13) clai¡ns that a few metals, notably the high

manganese and high nickel steel a1loys rnanifest increased ductility
when strained rapidly. Tension tests on fu1ly aged AM 350 Stajxless

Steel indicated that greater ductility existed irr the rnaterial which

had been explosively formed than i¡ that deformed an equivalent amotrrt

by static ÍÞans (16).

Brittle fracture is deternined by the norru.l stress on planes

of cleavage and is characteristic of failure at both low tenperatures

and high strain. rates. Blazynski t5) investigated the behavior of cold

drawn steel tubìng which was annealed before explosive free-forming.

The strains at fracture i¡ static bulge tests were nnrch higher than

those of explosive forrning. He concluded. that brittle fracture is

little affected by temperatr-re but very susceptible to high strain rates.

Following explosive forrning tests nade with thin plates, Schmidtnan

et al (17) concluded that BCC materials are more prone to brittle
behavior than FCC material.

, (b) Yield and Ultimate Strengths

Increasing strain rates vdll, for most metals, greatly lower

the impact energy to fracture. Wood (18) has shown that, for plots of

true stress versus true strain, this is indeed the case. Increasing

static prestrain reduces tJle difference in terminal flow stress that

exists between static and dynamic loading rates. However, no general
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n¡le has yet been formulated regarding the prestrain-rate dependence of

ductility for any given a1loy.

The rnechanical properties of. 2014-0 Ah¡nintrn are reported affected

to the sane degree by fonning, irrespective of rate (19). DtAguanno and

Pfar¡rrer (20) free-formed 20L4-0 by hydrostatic, electromagnetic, electro-

hydraulic and erplosive techniques, whereupon no significant forrning-rate

dependence r¡ras revealed after comparing yield strength and ductility.

Snbsequent to the explosive forming of one-quarter înút 22L9-0 Altrninr.un

plate, there was litt1e change in IIIS, but yield strength improved approx-

funately 65 percent with only a slight drop in elongation (2L) " Tests were

also performed on AISI 321 Stai¡less Steel, indicating both yield and

ulti:nate strength (7 "5%) to be higher for explosive forming than static.

Pearson and Heyes (22) rcported narked increases i¡r strength for 1015,

1050, 1050 and 4130 Steels following HERF.

Ambiguous HERF effects continue to appear in the literature

with conflicting data bei¡g received recentlL on the newer, high-strength

alloys, such as maraging steel, which is lsrov¡n to have high annealed

strength and hardness. Potteiger (23) maintains that the hardness increase

in explosively formed maraging steel is insignificant. Air melted 18% Ni

Þlaraging Steel was fourd by Fowler (24) to be significantly stronger

followirrg e>plosive forming" On the other hand, Agricola et a1 (25)

compared the same metal, expi-osively formed, with parent stock. The

netal was formed in the amealed condition, then maraged to achieve optim.rn

strength. The YS and UTS were lower after erplosive forming as compared

with the parent stock. The parent and formed materials were elongated 5%

for comparison of the relative strengths" The anrbiguity arises, however,
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due to thc variation in the heat treatment provided with different erperi-

menters.

One of the most substantial increases in YS reported, as a

result of e4plosive cold-working, occurred in the erplosive fonning of

non-nagnetic retajniag rings from cylindrical ingots for use in large

electric generators (26). lvþchanical properties improved to the extent

that the yield strength slightly more than doubled in value, but no com-

parison was rnade with conventional fonning.

(c) Fatigue Behavior

Mikesell (27), in his comparison of the fatigue life of explo-

sively fonned and rubber-pressed 20T4-T6 Alunimm alloy, for¡rd no signifi-

cant difference and only a noninal change over that of the rndeformed

netal. Willians (28) conpleted fatigue tests on thirteen rnetals following

e4plosive forming in a cup-shaped die and for-urd, in general, no difference

fron the fatigue behavior of similarly formed static specimens. Similar

conparisons were made i¡ the fatigue behavior of couunercially pure

alrnnim.un by Dalebozik (29), with a reduction in the life of the e>plo-

sively formed dones being reported. Verbraak (30, 31) suggests the intro-

dution of microcracks during erçlosive fonning as a possible cause of

reduced fatigue strength"

' Pipher et al (15) determined S-N curyes for explosively formed

Vascojet 1000, AM 350 and Ti-8 lrtr, and compared them with the fatigue

behavior of the tndefonned parent rnetal. The endurance lj:nit of the

parent metal was approxinately 20% gteater than the prestrained specimens;

however, the data are incomplete since no comparison was nade with

statically prestrained specimens .
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From studies of 5052 Alwdnuun explosively d.ie-forme¿, *a
statically deformed in uniaxial tension, Bennett (32) concluded that

erçlosive forning appears to have a harmful effect on fatigue life. He

fomd the strain distribution to vary in proportion to the d.istance from

the centre of the specimen, and that fatigue failure occurred at the

section of least straining or work hardening" However, erridence has

since been presented in which, for this work-hardenable alIoy, higher

strains yield a longer fatigue life (33). The conclusion reached by

Bennett would then seem plausible, due to the lowest explosive strains

generally being less than the rnore rniform static prestrains.

(d) Stress Corrosion

Eriplosive fonning has been shown to be considerably more detri-

npntal to stress corrosj-on resist.ance than conventional forming for

stai¡less steels (12) " The stress corrosion cracking resistance of 304

was enhanced. by e>çlosive sizing operations, consisting of snal1 straits

of the order of ?% or less" The reverse effect has been noted f.or 2014-T6

and 7075-T6, (34) Ah¡nimm Alloys. Verbraak (31) observed that explosively

die-fonned 304 Stainless Steel dishes, when inrnersed in MgC1, solution,

exh-ibited cracking in one-third the time required by conventionally pressed

dishes. Here, the strains were nnrch higher than those i¡ the sizing

operation and a more significant effect of stress corrosion would be

e>çected.

Agricola and Snyder (35) made corrosion resistance tests on

four high-strength steels (ILu" arrd 18% Ni lvfaraging Steel, HP 9-4-25, and

D6 AC) and an altrninun alloy (7039). Before exposure, the materials
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hrere e4plosively die-forned in the a¡mealed condition, Ðd following

this, a heat treatnent was applied. A 200-hour innersion period in a

3.5% NaCl solution at 80% of the yield stress caused sr-rbstantial strength

reductions j¡ D6 AC and 7039, but not to rnaraging steel.

grava and Wtriting (36), in their investigation of the corrosion

resistance of. 20L4-T6, conpared the resistance of erplosively formed metal

with that of netal formed statically by rubber pressing" The stress

corrosion properties were greatly affected by the latter, and no change

was evidenced in the resistance properties of the explosively forrned

metaL" ln stress corrosion tests with 7075-T6 Alunj¡r¡n, Jacobs (34)

reported that the dynarnically strained alunint¡n required 30 days to fail

while the r¡deforrned nretal failed in less than two days" Orava and

fftriti:rg (36) suggest ttris rnay be a special feature of this precipitation

hardened alloy.

(e) Work Hardening

Rowden (37) contends that the degree of strain hardening, and

not the rate of strain, is the most inportant criterion in influencing

terninal nechanical properties. He rnaintains further that, no rnatter

what process of deformation the rnaterial is subjected to, where it rnder-

goes an equivalent amount of strain hardening, its mechanical properties

will be similar

The precise effect of forming rate on terminal ductility has

not yet been determined. Generally, if, following dynamic and static

prestrain, the static yield strengths are compared with the result that

the dynanically prestrained netal is fornd to be strperior, then the
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terminal work hardening rate is lowered as shown in Figure 2.3. The

opposite effect is observed if the static yield strength of a specimen,

prestrained dynanically, is less than, or equal to, the static yield

strength of the statically prestrained netal.

Willians (38) has reported less strain hardening in titaniun

and nild steel when erplosively defonned. On the other hand, ah¡ni¡n¡n

and nickel alloys e{ribit more work hardening during e>çlosive forning

than d.uring the static equivalent. In general, if the structure is FCC,

dynanic deformation produces work hardening to a greater degree than that

evidenced in the static cotrtterpart. The reverse is true for nild steel

and iron (39), both of which are BCC. Sernka (40) states that rnaraging

steel possesses a low rate of work hardening during plastic defornation

but nakes no corparison between high and low strain rates. A stabilizing

effect against necking has been attributed to an increased rate of strain

hardening with the deformation velocities of HERF (12).

?,"4 Metallurgical Properties

A review of the available literature on the microstructural

differences following conventional forrning and FIERF depicts current

tmderstanding of the nechanisms involved to be inadequate. The rnicro-

structure of material strained by nultiaxial loading, r.urderstandably,

continues to be quite difficult to arnlyze, but tJrere is also general

incongruity where loading was rniaxial. The differences in microstructure

follorving conventional forming and FIERF occur prirnarily in the density

and distribution of lattice defects, such as dislocations, mechanical
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twins and stacking faults (42). The principal modes of microscopic d.efor-

nration subsequent to impulsive loading are lsrown to be slip, twi:ming,

banding and grain distortion (43).

(a) Slip

The slip band rnorphology resulting from rniaxial load.i¡g has

been the subject of a nunber of investigations into the inechanisrn of dynamic

defornation as conpared with the static cor.urterpart. Results indicate

an appreciably higher density of finer slip bands i¡ iron, mediun-carbon

steels and ah-nnim¡n (44r 45). Si¡rce this refinement of slip due to dynanic

loading does not occur in all metals, Orava (42) speculated that it is only

associated with BCC or FCC metals. Explosively formed Nimonic 90, a nickel-

base alloy, evidenced finer strain markings than after static forrni:rg (J8).

Hollis (46) has shown that finer slip results from high rate straining

compared with coarse slip at low rates. At higher tenperatures the reverse

effect should be true, but in fact it is not. Fron this, Hollis concludes

tlrat at least sorne of the adiabatic effects during eriplosive formin g Íøy

be overridden by the mechanism controlling dynarnic deformation"

(b) T\^rinning

Considerable difficulty has been encountered irr attempting

to distinguish the contributions that twinning and dislocation substructure

rnake to strength and hardness. Consequently, no conclusion on the influence

of nechanical twins on post-forming properties has been made. Several

specific findings have permitted some gain in insight into the effect

twinniag has on terninal properties.
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Erçlosive deformation ocsurs initially by twinning and secondly

by slip (43). However, Flollingr.m rnaintains that low- and high-aLloy,

high-strength steels should have no twirming present following HERF (47).

Static prestraining has been found to inhibit û^iirìning in iron during

HERF (48). This effect has also been observed in the dynanic loadiag of

prestrained Armco iron and molybdeni-rn (49). Liniaxial dynanic loading at

room tenperature has caused nechanical twj¡ning in high purity iron (50),

Swedish iron (48) and zi¡c, as well as some low-carbon steels. However,

no mechanical-oriented twinning structures were observed in the r¡riaxial

defonnation of nediun-carbon steels (51), ah-rminun, or any alunim¡n

alloys (47, 50). E:çlosive fonni¡g has caused twinnjng i.rr single crystals

of rnany BCC netals, notably nolybdemnî, tlngsten and ferritic steels (30).

Verbraak (30) states that he has fornd increased brittleness

in explosively formed steel (BCC), ffid this, he contends, is due to the

large amornt of rnechanical twinning present. Otto and laahajan (52) hold

that twinning does not significantly affect hardening.

Generally, the nuiber and size of twins decrease through the

thicl<ness of the material with distance from the e:plosively loaded

surface (43) " Following shock loading, twins formed withi¡ a cylinder

tend to be wider and rnore conti¡uous than those in a plate subjected to

an equal explosive charge (53). With annealed SAE 4L30, forned by

explosive contact, only extremely isolated twinning resulted" Hollingi-un (47)

obseryed the density of twins in explosively formed nild steel (0.08%

carbon) to increase with strain up to 308 reduction in thiclcress, where-

trpon the nunber of slip bands increased. No twins appeared in this same
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netal deformed statically. Little is lnown of the terninal character-

istics of beryllir¡n and zirconir¡n, md the occurrence of twins in titaniun

alloys is sti11 subject to further e>perimental investigation.

(c) Banding and Grain Distortion

The microstmctures of Maraging Steel and other nickel-base

alloys frequently show distinct banding due to shock-induced segregation.

Thin, crystallographic 1arne11ae, lnown as Ner¡nann Bands, are conrnon when

steel is explosively forned. Bands are most nrlnerous il the region of

maxinnln defonnation; however, little else is l<nown of their occurrence (53).

Explosively formed metals connronly e>iCribit evidence of grain

fragmentation and grain ftow (53). The latter is present whenever a

ductile type shear fracture develops and grain fragmentation is observed

j¡r a brittle nretal. There is some grain refi¡ement due to explosive

shoek hardening, but less th¿n is for:nd in cold working to similar hardness

levels. tlpon exarniniag 22L9,2074 and 32L a1-1.oys, Swann (54) was r¡rable

to disti¡guish between the samples erplosively and electrohydraulically

forred. Only irr 2014 a1-1.oy was sr,rb-grain cell size higher after e>çlosive

forin-ing than hydrostatic fonning. A higher density of dislocation dipoles

has been observed in erplosively formed 321 Stainless Steel and 2014-0

.[h¡ninr.¡n tha¡r after hydrostatic forning (20). As yet, however, no

significant correlation has been made between the presence of dislocation

loops, larger cel1 size, Ðd yield strength after work hardening.
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(d) Thermal Effects

The desired rnechanicai- properties of new ultra-high-strength

steels are achieved by age hardening; therefore, determinirrg the nature

of changes in aging response as a result of explosive forming has becone

inportant. The reason for inproved rnechanical properties upon aging is

that precipitates act as barriers to dislocation ilþvernent. Rowden (37)

contends that by a sinple heat treatrnent, properties subsequent to explo-

sive forming rnay be restored to an acceptable level. No data was provided

to support this theory. ltJhile íncreased tenperature i.rsually lowers the

critical shear stress, virtually eliminating springback, increased strain

rates generally raise it. Thus, the age hardening properties of precip-

itation hardenable alloys are nonnally altered by explosive forining, but

the detailed nechanisms are not fu11y r.rrderstood.

lVhere high-tenperature, high-strength considerations are not so

inportant, 6 A1-4 V Titanir¡n Alloy, used extensively i¡r critical structural

applications, is beiag replaced by inaraging steel (22). This is an iron-

base alloy which is strengthened. by a conbination of a martensitic trans-

formation followed by an age hardening reaction (55). A ninirm.un of 18%

nickel is necessary to ensure a martensitic transformation wrder all

cooli-rrg rates. The comparative high price of rnaraging steel is offset

by excellent production features resulting fron sinple heat treatment, good

nachinability, weldability and hardening without decarburization or exces-

sive scalding. The first a1loy was made by Bieber in 1958, but little is

knorr'¡r about the strengtheni:rg nechanisns and deforrntion behavior (56) .

The aging process for 18% Ni lvftrraging Steel is one hour at 900oF, with

the result that the yield strength increases to 300 ksi fron 110 ksi (57).
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Pearson et al (22) exarnined the behavior of titanirrn alloys

after heat treatrìent and fonning. If lattice defects or phase changes

occurred during ffiffi, then following heat treatment, they probably would

still have been effective as strengthening nechanisms. Since this was

not the case, however, strain hardening was said to have caused the

strengthening observed in the as-forned condition" The same authors went

on to say that, regardless of the deformation rate used, lost ductility

could not be restored by nonnal strengthening heat treatment. Followiag

erçlosive expansion and a full heat treatment of 4140 Steel tubes,

Canpíogne and Colangelo (58) observed a reduction in impact resistance.

Agricola (25) investigated the 12% ætd 18% Ni Nfaraging Steels

for the influence of explosive forrning on fracture toughness, and foind

thato in general, a heat treaünent restored the toughness to norninal levels

without adverse effects remaining. In a survey of alr¡ninun a11oys on1y,

Orava et al (19) rlisclosed that an appropriate heat treatment would re-

store the original properties to a deformed metal. þon considering,

however, that for the 2000 series alloys, forming rate was for.rrd not to

contribute significantly to as-formed nechanical behavior, the above

statement is of lesser irnport"

Erç1osive1y fonned rnetals e>rhibit a high concentration of

vacancies with the result that the aging process is normally acceler-

ated (59). Precipitation is a diffwion-controlled mechanism and the

presence of vacancies substantially increases diffusion rates, thereby

lowering the aging time of explosively formed metals. A higher hardness

was obtained in A-286 Stai¡less Steel in less aging time due to e>çlosive

forrning effects (60). Thurston (61) studied the heat treatment response
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of 250 Grade tr4araging Steel erç1osively loaded to a pressure of 2,600 ksi.

The reconrnended aging temperature of 900oF was used a¡rd the time to reach

optinnun mechanical properties was reduced to thirty minutes. This clearly

depicts the tendency of FIERF to lower aging tinÊ. Another effect on agiag

behavior, as a result of e>çlosive forning, is a higher ultirnate strength

before aging than after for some metals, notably I7-7 PH Steel and

6 A1-4 V Titaniun (62). Such obseryations indicate the possibility of

over-aging following dynanic straining.

2.5 Sunnary a:rd Conclusiôns of Literature Suryey

Scientists and engineers are always searching for new metal-

forrning techniques, and, as a result, a great deal of interest has been

shown in the research and development of e>plosive forming. However,

large gaps still remain in the r.rrderstanding of fonning-rate effects.

Rowden, irr his investigation (37) into metal behavior subsequent to

dynarnic straining said, "a crítical evaluation of the terminal character-

istics of netallic naterials formed by high energy rate techniques is

sorely needed at present'r.

Erçlosive forning a¡rd HERF have become almost synonymous; however,

any forming operation in which defornation is completed in nicro- or milli-

seconds is referred to as FIERF. With ffiM, the rnaterial properties which

have shov¿r greatest reliability are strength, hardness, ductility and

fatigue. Since there has been such variation in the arnolrrts these proper-

ties are enhanced by HERF, using different metals and fonning conditions,

it is thought that discussing the adverse effects would furnish insiglit
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into the shortcornings of this metalworking tecturique' The most salient

reductions have been in:

j-) the strength of L7-7 PH Steel

ii) the ductility of 5052-0 , 22I9-T87, 7089 Ah¡ninun Alloys

iii) the stress-corrosion life of Cr-Ni Stainless Steel

iv) the fatigue life of conrnercially pure aluninun and

5052-0 Ah.rnim¡n Al1oY.

The principal mechanisms of plastic deformation are slip and

twinning" Both nechanisms are affected by similar paraneters, namely

nsterial, tenperature, strain and strai¡ rate. There are twelve slip

planes jx BCC and four in FCC stnrctures, but the relative formability

of the metal is not detennined by the nunber of slip planes, since with

HERF rates, normal-ly only FCC materials e>iribit an i¡crease in fornability.

By treating thermal response separately, arL attenpt has been rnade to avoid

unnecessary anbiguity. Also, to focus attention on a few rnechanisms, ffid

thereby permit the rnechanical behavior of as-formed metals to be more

clearly r.nderstood, heat treatment for optinn-un behavior is frequently

onitted fron e>çlosive forming tests. The role of forrning rate i¡r causing

overaging effects with precipitation-hardenable alloys is not yet clear'

The literature indicates a distinct dependence of rechanical twins on

forming rate, but, as yet, tenninal properties have not been correlated

satisfactorily with these microstructural changes

Effective comparisons among researchers in explosive fonning

are often difficult due to incongnrence in deformation techniques and

heat treatments. A greater degree of standardization is continually being

sought, with the predominance of cylinders and domes as test specinens'
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Conflicting opinions exist regarding the advantages and disadvantages of

erplosive forning, but those most agreed upon include:

(a) Advantages

1. The current lanowledge of welded bla¡ks perrnits no limit to the

part size that can be forned.

2 " Lead tine is rn-rch lower than that of most conventional

processes, hence the application with the manufacture of proto-

types.

3" Springback is nore predictable since it is reduced and rnay, in

many cases, be virtually elirninated with closer tolerances

resulting"

4" Capital investment is lower since tooling is less costly with

the need. for only one-half a die.

5" A reduction in the ntrnber of manufacturing operations is

frequently possible with the accompanying reductions in

labor and material costs.

6" Metals which are difficult or impossible to form by conven-

tional processes may be readily formed by erçlosives.

7. Ductility is improved as some metals can be explosively fonred

beyond their normal, slow-rate linits of deformation.

8. The strength, hardness and netallurgical properties of rnany

alloys are improved by explosive action.
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O) Disadvantages

1. Skill and experience requirements are greater than those

necessary for the operation of conventional fonning equipment.

2. The production rate is slow due to the necessity of having

a single setup and blast operation.

3. Remote locations are required for the safe use of explosives.

4" The fatigue life of explosively forned netal is reduced in

most cases.

5" The stress-corrosion life of rnany metals is detrimentally

affected by explosive forming.

The erçlosive forning process has been described as "an excellent

Íþans of producing contæniaation-free, close tolerance parts at corpetitive

prices" (41). Although deleterious effects are present in some metal

properties, these are seldon significant and, once they are r.rrderstood,

nay be conpensated for in design" In order for industTy to accept the

process conpletely, explanations must be provided for the property changes

that follow FIERF. Recently, in a review of the effects of FIERF on terminal

metal behavior, the current situation was clearly stated to be one in

which "there is little question that a great deal of work is sti1l needed

to satisfy designers and fabricators that naterial properties, especially

fracture toughness, fatigue, creep, stress corrosion, Ðd ductility will

conform to acceptable standards after tr-igh energy rate forming relative

to rnore conventional processes" (42).
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O.IAPTER III
Experirnental Study

3.1 Introduction

Statically ard errçlosively deforning a metal has frequently been

i.rsed to detennine the relative effect of forming rate on the fatigue life

of an alLoy. However, due to the inconpleteness of such conparisons

and the nomniformity of testing procedures, data thus obtajned can-not

always be satisfactorily correlated with similar experirnental investiga-

tions. Therefore, in. an effort to nake an independently valid investiga-

tion irrto the effects of forming rate, metal in the "as-received" condition

has been conpared with that of the statically and erplosively deformed

metals

Prelimi¡ary investigations are all that have been reported to

date on the effects of erplosively fonning Alt4S 6520 (18% Ni Maraging

Steel) (11), and no data has been reported for similar comparisons using

AI\4S 6435 sheet metal" It was considered, therefore, that by endeavoring

to compare the fatigue life for both metals jrr each of these three con-

ditions, a valuable contribution would be nade to our fi.rrd of engineering

lcrowledge.

The comparison of fatigue life was rnade at four stress levels,

naintaining throughout a constarit ratio of static prestress to dynanic

stress" Strain and hardness tests rvere made in an atterpt to erplain the

lower fatigue life in the erplosively forred specimens.
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3"? I{aterials and Specjmens

The naterials investigated were AJrdS 6520, conrnonly called

250 Grade 18% Ni lvfaraging Steel, Ðd AI4S 6435. Both rnetals are currently

being used i¡ the aerospace industry for rocket motor casings. T\^¡o

cylinders, sixty-two inches in lengttr-, with a mean dianeter of ten inches

were rolled and welded fron 0"056 inch sheet metal. Each cyliader thus

fabricated was cut i¡to five, eleven-ìnch test cylfuders. Thus, for each

trFtal tested, all specimens came fron the saÍte pour of sheet metal. The

approxi:nate chenical compositions for Alr4S 6520 and AI\'ÍS 6435 are given irr

Tables 3.1 and 3.3 respectively. The mechanical properties prior to heat

treatrnent are given for AIr4S 6520 in Table 3"2 and for AlufS 6435 irr Table 3"4.

3"3 Specfunen Forning

(a) Explosive Forming

A diagran of the explosive fonning arrarlgement is shor,¡n i¡r

Figure 3.1. A cylindrical die and centering lids were rnach-ined as shoun

in Figures i.l and 3.2" The charge was 200 gr/ft Primacord coiled aromd

a one-half inctr solid steel centre rod. The weight of charge used in

forrning AMS 6520 and AÀ¡lS 6435 cylinders was deternined experinentally to

be 62.85 grarns and.42.18 grarns respectively. l'lwnber six electric blasting

caps wer€ used to d.etonate the high explosive Primacord with a standard

wall outlet as the power source. The charge and cap were positioned with

¿ 4t, inch standoff dista¡rce, deternined jointly by the diameters of the

test cylincler and centre rod. A plastic bag was inserted into the test

cylinder and filled with water to within one-half inch from the top lid"
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TABLE 3.1

Approximate Chemical Conposition of AI4S 6520

(250) Grade lularaging Steel)

TABLE 3.2

Itþchanícal Properties of AI,ÍS 6520*

Ultfunate tensile strength 136,500 psi

131,000 psi

2.s%

27 x 106 psi

Tensile yield strength
(at. 0.2Y" of.f.set)

Elongation, in 10 run gauge length

lvbdulus of elasticity

*Tested in the solution heat-treated condition in the direction of rolling
before optirnrm strength heat treatrnent.

Nickel

Cobalt

Molybdem.un .

Titaniurn

Ali¡ninr.nn .

It4anganese

Silicon

18.00%

7 "80%

4.90%

0.40%

0.n%

0. 10%

0.n%

Others 0.05%
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TABLE 3.5

Approximate Chenical Conposition of AlvfS 6435

TABLE 3.4

lvlechanical Properties of AI4S 6435*

*Tested in the solution heat-treatecl condition in the direction of rolling
before optimtnn strength heat treatment"

Nickel . 1.802

Chromir-un

N4anganese

Silicon 0. s0%

hblybdem.ur . " 0.35%

Carbon.. "0.35%

Copper . 0.35%

Vanadir.un " " 0"20%

Others . 0 "02%

Llltjmate tensile strength " "

Tensile yield strength
(at 0 .2Y" off.set)

Elongation, in l-inch gauge length

92,500 psi

81,000 psi

LL.O%

Modulus of elasticity ' Zg x 106 Psi
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With the entire assembly placed in a vacuum charber, Figure 3.3, and the

space between the walls of the die and test cylinder evacuated to 26 i¡ches

of nercury, the charge was detonated. Setirp time was approximately

20 rninutes.

Evacuating the entire erplosion chanrber of air served a two-fold

purpose; firstly, of permitting the testing to occur indoors, md secondly,

of enabling the test cylirrder to be fonned conpletely against the i¡ler

die wall.

The cylinder diarneter vlas different for each of the two metals

tested: AI\4S 6520 was 10.025 inches and AN{S 6435 was 9"900 inches, and

for this reason, the lids used in centering the specimens in the die were

machined to fit each test series, Figure 3.4. Renroval of the test cyliader

fron the die was facilitated by cutting through a groove in the irrrer die

wa1l, as shov¡n in Figure 3'5' The bulged cylinder I^Ias then the source

fron which rnaterial was cut and straightened in preparation for fatigue

testing.

(b) Static Prestraining

For a valid comparison of the fatigue life of statically and

explosively deforned netals, accurate prestraining is essential for both

metals to have the same strain history. Wherever possible, the same or

a similar die would be used for both forming operations. Rather than

strainirrg the cylinder hydraulically at extrerply high hydrostatic pressure

statically strained specinens were obtained by stretching coupons i¡ r-uti-

axial tension.
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( o ) Chomber exterior with vocuum
pump ond control ponel

( b ) CÈromber interior with die
ossembly

F'IGURE 3.3 VACUUM CHAMBER
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F]GURE 3.4 ÏOP AND BOTTOM
DIE LIDS
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One r-rrdeforned cylirrder for each material was the source of the

"as-received" and statically prestrained specirnens. The rernoval of

curvature hras accomplished by tapping the specìmen in a copper-sleeved

vise with a lead nallet. The contribution of this straightening process

to strain is shov¿n to be negligible in Figure 3.6

An Instron Tensile Testing Machine was euployed in the static

prestraining operation, Figure 3.7. A strain rate of 0"05 crn/rnin was

mailtained with a constant load on the specimen. The percent elongation

sought for comparison was detennined by that of the explosively bulged

cylinders. Due to failure at the grips with Alt4S 6520 specimens, the

nilling of a reduced centre section was required, Figure 3.9(a). All

AI\4S 6435 specimens were prestrained as f1at, rectangular strips 2" x 3",

Figure 3.9CD). in order to obtain the desired perrnanent set upon removal

of the tensile load, the desired prestrain value was exceeded by ar anolrìt

deterrnined by trial and error.

3.4 Prestrain Measurements

Prior to explosive bulging, a knife-edge vernier was used to

scribe lines in the paint layer sprayed onto each cylinder to facilitate

strain visualization. A dividing head enabled the li¡res to be accurately

spaced at one-half inch interyals with each turn of the crank, Figure 3.11"

Following the e>çlosive bulging operation, each cylinder was again set up

on the dividing head, and, with the aid of a vernier nicroscope, the

spacing of the scribe lines was measured as shown in Figure 3.I2" The

percent elongation arrived at eriplosively was, therefore, the determinant

of that to be obtained statically with the Instron. These values were
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(s ) InStron chort ond control cobinet

( b ) Extensometer positioned on o
speclmen

F'IGURE 3.7 INSTRON TENSILE TESTER
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FIGURE 3.II KNIFE-EDGE VERN¡ER AND
DIVIDING HEAD

FIGURE 3.I2 VERNIER MICROSCOPE AND
DIVIDING HEAD
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2.0% for AMS 6520 and 5.38% fox Alvfs 6435.

The gauge length of the extensometer was 10 nrn and the Instron

ctrart was calibrated to read percent elongation directly. Accuracy of

t0.052 was obtained when 1 cn on the chart represented 0.25% eLongation"

The amor¡nt of overstraining necessarf to ach-ieve ttre desired perrnanent

elongation was fowrd to be 0.322 for AlvlS 6435 and 0 "60qó for AI4S 6520.

These values were in close agreement with those obtained from the

relationship E = !y.. (E = 29,000,000 psi)"
e

3.5 Testing Procedures

(a) Strain and Hardness

The study of fatigue behavior requires an wtderstanding of

related properties such as rnìt strain and hardness. Added meaniag nay

be derived fron fatigue data if these properties exhibit any changes

related to those of fatigue effected by dynamic deformation. In partic-

u1ar, the rnanner in which hardness varies with strain is felt to con-

tribute greatly towards a better rrtderstanding of tenninal fatigue

behavior.

The scribing of parallel longitudinal lines spaced one-half inch

apart enabled an accurate strain profile to be established in the circum-

ferential direction. Preli¡uinary bulge tests, depicting longitudjnal

strai¡ to be negligible, were nade and similar findings were reported by

Johnson et a1 (63) " lhe hardness at intersections of the grid was

rneasured with a Vickers P¡ramidal Hardness Tester set at the 30 kilogran

weight.
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Parent stock materials of AlvfS 6520 and AI{S 6435 were tested for

yield strength, ultinate strength and percent elongation in one inch.

Specimens of both transverse and longitudinal directions were tested in

tension. D.rring fonning, strain in the direction tralsverse to the

rolling direction was insignificant; therefore, subsequent property tests

were performed with tensile specirnens taken in the longitudinal direction.

A standard tensile speciren for the longitudinal nechanical property tests

performed in this prograrn is shown in Figure 3.8. Strain and hardness

profiles were plotted for each rnetal and the results indicate changes in

rnechanical properties due to different strain rates.

Cb) Stress Concentration

To lessen the effects on fatigue life of inachining irregu-

larities and surface finish, a controlled. stress raiser was provided."

A jig was employed to drill two 0.087-inch holes, one-quarter inch

apart in the centre of each fatigue specinen" A slot was then cut from

the outer edge to each hole, with care bejng taken not to mar the test

section of the specimen. A starrdard fatigue specinren appears in

Figure 3.10.

(c) Fatigue Tests

The fatigue specimen was designed for testirrg in a Baldwj¡. Model

SF-I-U Sonntag Fatigue Testing lvfachine, Figure 3.15. The naxirnun r.uri-

directional loac1 capacity of this machine ís 2,000 lbs. The test program

was set up to give failure in a range below 200'000 cycles.
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FIGURE 3.I5 BALDWIN FATIGUE TESTING
MACHINE
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Each metal was tested i¡ three conditions of deformation:

"as-received" or undeformed, statical-ly, and erçlosively defonned.

T\+elve specinens were tested in each. condition and four stress levels

were employed, with three specimens for each level. A constant stress

ratio was maintained throughout the testing. This is the ratio of

I[iniJmnn to naxi:m¡n stress and a value equal to 0.03 was naintained. at

each. stress level by varying the preload and alternating load"
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üJAPTER IV

Test Results - Analysis and Discussion

4"I Results and Analysis

(a) StrainDistribution

In. the bulged section of the explosively forned cylinders, the

strain distribution i¡l the circunferential direction was rniform, with

the exception of the weld region. Here, naxjlrum strain occurred, with

fracture resulti-ng j-n two cases, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. A

successfully bulged cylinder is shown in Figure 4.3

In the preparation of fatigue specimens, the sare static and

explosive strains were r¡sed exclusively. To provide i¡fonnation on the

work.hardeniag cJraracteristics of each netal, straix and hardness readings

we:.e taken from zero to rnaxirm-un strain. Proceedi¡g in the longitudinal

direction, hoop strain distribution, as obtained by the scribed grid

method, varied frorn no strain at the free edge to a rnifo:rn naxfurun in the

bulged section. Strain results for explosively formed AMS 6435 and Alvf,S 6520

rylirrders are given i¡ 'Iable 4.1. The average distribution of hoop strain

along four parallel longitudinals 90o apart is shown for both explosively

formed metals in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. A representation of the static

strai¡ distribution is given also. A tapered specimen had to be used to

provide a basis for comparing hardness after straining. Four speci:rens

(0.5 x 0.625 x 3" long) were tested for each metal.

Less rnifonnity was observed in the strain distribution of the

erplosively formed specimens tlran i:r the statically formed specimens.
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(o)

(b)

FIGURE 4.I FRACTURE ADJACENT TO THE WELD SEAM

0AUSED BY th5*Eb'33'KLîil58årRArN¡NG oF rwo
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FIGURË 4.2
THE WELD

,HERF FRACTURES SITUATED 9OO FROM
REGION OF A STATICALL'T PRESTRAINED

U"V%) AMS 6520 CYLINDER

F'IGURE 4"3 A TYPICAL EXPLOS¡VELY- BULGED

CYLINDER
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TABLE 4.1

Explosive Forming Strain Results (Percent)

AIúS 6435

A¡4S 6520

Note: Hoop No. t has been selected where visible straining
starts.

Longi-
tudinal

At:

0n

900

1800

2700

MEAI\¡

I

1.58
??o

I .66

2.69

2.06

Hoop lù-urrber

?3

s"7t 5.30

3.71 5.45

3.32 4. 90

3.48' s.06
:

3.55 5" 18

4

7.r2
7 .98

8.2?

6.64

7 .49

5

I "47
9.25

9.56

7 .83

8.77

Longi-
tudinal

f\L.

00

900

180 
0

2700

MEAN

I

0.40

1.91

2 "3r
1.11_

r.43

4

5.90

7.96

7.s6

7 "33

7 "L9

5

7 .22

10.20

9"40

9.48

9 "32

Hoop l,ür-unber

?,3

2 "47 4.2,2

4.70 6.61

4.30 5.97

3.10 5 .41

3.64 5.55
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VALUES PLOTTED ARE THE MEANS FROM FOUR LONGITUDINALS 90" APART
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VALUES PLOTTED ARE THE MEANS FROM FOUR LONGITUDINALS 90" APART
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However, higher magnitudes of strain were

formed cylinders of both metals than were

the onset of necking as well as a greater

plastic deformation.

evident in the explosively

obtainable statically, up to

oyerall ability to absorb

(b) Hardness

Flardness readings were taken at one-half inch intervals along

the same four longitudj¡als as those used to represent the strai¡

distribution of the erçlosive1y fonned specimens, md sirnilarly, the

same static specimens vrere r¡sed. The comparative hardness profiles are

shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The tests for both static and dynanic

specimens showed greater hardness in the region of maxfunun strainiag.

For both. AI4S ó435 a¡rd ÁNf,S 6520 metals, explosive specjmens gave higher

hardness readings in this region. Hardness results are presented in

Tables 4,2 and 4.3.

(c) itiork-Hardening

Corparing the increase in hardness with the rise i¡ percent

strain gave an i¡dication of the relative work hardening effect of the

elplosive and static forming processes " This conparison is shov¡n in

Figure 4.8"

The results showed that e>plosively formed AI4S 6435 hardened

more than the statically fonned rnetal for the sane ircrease in percent

strain. Explosively formed AMS 6520 erÍribited, more substantially, the

same trend over its static cor.urterpart. Similar trends have been reported

by Willians (38) for stainless steel which had been explosively formed

and statically pressed.
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TABLE 4.2

AMS 6435 Hardness Results

TABLE 4.3

.ANIS 6520 Hardness Results

Ercplosively Formed Statically Formed

Vickers Pyramidal Hardness l,twnber

Longi-
tudinal

At:

00

900

1900

270"

MEAN

I
L73

L79

L74

r_84

L78

Hoop Ì,h.rnber

234

Hoop lrluunber

234

186 199

193 ?0s

L87 202

200 205

792 203

2L3

2L4

zLj
2r3
2L3

zzL 204

220 202

229 198

2L8 199

222 ZÙL

220

218

2L6

2L5

2r7

232

229

226

224

228

236 240

230 ?,3s

234 239

233 24r
23s 239

hplosively Fonred Statically Fornred

Vickers Pyranidal Hardness Nunber

Longi-
tudinal

At:

00

900

190'

270"

MEAN

1

3s2

351

5s1

354

352

Hoop l,lwnber

234

Hoop Ìùmber

5

360 s63

558 362

357 s64

362 363

359 3ó3

364

363

36s

366

365

366 34s

36s 347

368 346

369 34s

367 346

349

351

349

351

3s0

3s7

357

35ó

354

35ó

364 372

361 363

36L 364

368 383

364 37r
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(d) Fatigue

A total of seventy-tlnro specìmens were tested in the fatigue

progran. The S-N fatigue curves coinparing the fatigue life of the "as-

received", statically and explosively formed metals are shown in

Figures 4"9 and 4.10. The results of these fatigue tests, comprisiag

cycles to failure of each group, meafl cycles to failure, standard-

deviation, are presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5

4"2 Discussion of Results

The purpose of this project was to i¡vestigate the possible

eri.stance of a cause and effect relationship between strain rate and 1ow

cycle fatigue properties j¡ the case of two different naterials" The

"t" test for the significance in difference between sample means was

enployed to test this hyipothesis by conparing the observed results of

both static and explosive treatments (sarnple calculation p 65). In the

case of all four stresses no statistically significant differences were

observed between these two treaûnents. It can only be concluded, there-

fore, that no peculiar effect is developed by explosive for:ning on these

two rmterials, AN,IS 6435 and AI4S 6520, in the range of stresses investigated.

Both static and explosively treated groups had the same prestrain

history before fatigue testing. There appeared to be no difference between

the hardness resulting from these two treatnpnts. fncreased hardness is

associated with a longer fatigue life trrless rnicrocracks are introduced

with the higher hardness during forming. Verbraak (30) and Dalebozik (29)

allude to the presence of microcracks as a cause of reduced l-ife, but the

degree of dannge is rnlsror^in.
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Max. Repeated I Cycles to
Stress (ksi) | Failure x 10

88. B

79.0

69.1

59.2

As-Received

TASLE 4.4

Fatigue Results - AIUS 6455

6

10

T7

1s4
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24 26

7I ]-92
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Mean

5.0
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22.3

139.0

S.D.
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Cvcles to
Pâilure x 1o-r Mêan

1.0

5.5

8.3

53.2

8

I3

34

90

s6
2s \7

33 29

194 r34

6.3

18.3

32.0

139.3

S.D.

1.5

6.1

2.6

52.2

o\
u.t



Max. Repeated
Stress (ksi)

95.2

84. 6

74.r

63.5

Cycles to
Failtre x 10

As -Received

TASLE 4.5

Fatigue ResuLts - AMS 6520

15

4Z

90

98

-(" Mean

24

29

69

74

23

34

51

87

20.6

35.0

70.0

86. 3

S.D.

Explosively Formed

4.9

6.5

19. 5

14.I

Cycles to
Fâilure x 1o-r

18 16 16

36 30 32

63 44 38

65 75 69

(Strained 2.0% Before Testing)

Mean

16.7

32.7

48. 3

69.7

S.D.

Statical-l-y Formed

r.2

3.1

13.1

5.0

Cvcles to
r'âi1ure x 10-r Mean

21 19

30 34

48 TzL

104 68

t7

ZB

46

87

19 .0

30.7

7s.0

86. 3

S.D.

2.0

3.1

40.3

18. 0

o\Þ
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94.3

Although the fatigue life of sonre metals has been favorably

influenced by straining, this did not occur with either metal in this

test series.

The effect of explosive forrning on notch sensitivity nay also

be an influencing factor in the apparently reduced fatigue life" Although

surface effects were eliminated by the use of semicircular notches as

stress concentrations, the higher strajl rate encotrrtered in explosive

forning rnay make the AlvfS 6520 rnetal more notch sensitive, causing a

reduction in fatigue life.

1 Calculation to Detennine the Statistical Si ficance of
tS

lr-*z
.1

x = Guess

Symbol

= Best estimate of population standard deviation.

= Sample rnean fatigue life.
= The difference between an obsen¡ed fatigue life value

and the guessed rnean"

N = lù¡nber of specimens tested at the same stress.

lrlhere subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two samples being compared.

o

ot n2
rî'h ñ;

.La
N

Key:

o

x

a
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For AIrdS 6520 fatigue tested at repeated stress of 10,000 psi:

Explosively Formed

7þxaa
18+11
16-11
16-11

-1 3

n =LT -L=L6.67--r 3

3

= 1.155

L9 " L6.67

Statically Forned

1
Lxaa

2L+?4
1900
L7 -2 t_

08

nx.=19+å=19{.5

ô1 ô2

9lall -L-1.155+2
{jß

= 1.88

n = N1*N2-2 = 4degreesoffreedom"

Fron probability table with "t" = 1.88 ard n = 4 the

probability of this result is 0.87.
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CXIAPTER V

Sunnary and Conclusions

5.1 Surrnary

A corparison of the fatigue life of statically and dynarnically

formed AI4S ó435 and AII4S 6520 netals has been made. The comparison was

carried out at four stress level-s, maintaining a constant stress ratio

throughout the testi¡rg at each l-evel. Strain and hardness changes during

e4plosive and static forming were measured.

5.2 Conclusions

Srçported by the test data obtained fron the experiments de-

scrj-bed in this thesis, Ðd by tlata obtained in a literature survey as

aclcrowledged by references, the following conclusions were made:

(a) The two different treatments appeared to have no discernible

effects on the fatigue strengths of either metal tested.

O) The cylindrical die designed and constructed. for the experimental

portion of this thesis is quite satisfactory for the investiga-

tion of high energy rate forrning behavior of high-strength,

high-alloy steel cylinders.

(c) Higher percentage strains were obtainable by erçlosive rneans

t]ran in static, r:niaxial tension tests for both metals, notably

AMS 6520, rvhictr. fractured wtder 3% static elongation.
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5.3 Suggestions for Further Study

(a) Completion of S-N curves for Alt{S 6435 and A}4S 6520 to enable

the presentation of a more complete corparison of fatigue 1ife.

(b) A metallurgical investigation i¡rto the nicroscopic mechanisrns

of deformation of these high strength steel al1oys with the

intention of:

i) erplainhg the distinct increases in ductility extribited
by explosive forming.

ii) deterni¡ing the effect of nechanical twins on hardening
and terminal cracking characteristics"

(c) Deternination of the effects of high strain rate on flow and

forming linits of high strength a1loys, such as the 18% Ni

Þlaraging Steel, which e>rhibit marked tendencies to neck.

(d) A seríes of fatigue tests with specimens of age-hardenable

alloys in the three conditions of deformation: "as-received",

statically and erplosively formed, which had been:

i) statically prestrained prior to explosive bulging,

ii) heat treated after forning to obtain the optfuntun strength
characteristics .
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